DIARY

OF

Hymenopera, other insects, plants, &c.,
seen or taken by A.W. Balfour
from 19th November 1958
 till 31st October 1959
1958

14th Nov 1958. Another day of another busy S.E. wind, with very occasional slight single (mainly after dark!), but much brighter & more blue than previous two days, a good three more cold than usual & light. 

The 'Exquisite' a Rhoeadendron planted from Knoll Hill Nursery Ltd. of Lorn Knaphill, Woking, Surrey, which we put in at Knap Hill on Sat. 14th December at 3.30 P.M. Today 19th Nov. (Wed.) & being well watered around quite well. Bedding & planters planted in the afternoon, a few more added. In evening M. & I engaged at St. George's Nursery & with M. Wood selected more Agapanthus plants, planted in the afternoon & to be moved to their gardens next week. 


Note. 19th Nov. 58. A mild day with strong S. wind. 17th Nov. 58. An interesting day. Though the weather was rather grey, the scene of our national gardens, Kew and Chelsea, was quite lovely. A few more my cuttings of Althea (plastic) have been planted in the wood. Forth. 24th. 1958. 

[Handwritten notes and diagrams on the right side of the page]
20.11.58, cont.

I also planted pieces of the following in the waggis, as
well as a "thornless pricker" plant of Camellia Globosa:

Primrose: "PB", "Viola" "Primrose" "Cornflower" "Gardenia"

Anemone: "Nelly" "Scotland" "1957".

In afternoon, I went to the wood, at Denwood Lodge,
and brought back a large bag of leaf mould from near the big "Pine Tower" there.

21. Nov. 58. A most lovely day - all sunshine all day until 5.30 p.m. - after a slight white frost a clear starry night.

Windy, almost windy, a nice warm sun - up the day.

The sky almost hidden by "blue smoke", but over on
a bank of clouds behind the mountains also hid the sun.

The Labrador Tea (grew in many years ago by
Mrs. Kinnin of Ardlair) a slight frost last year in 5th Jan. 58, now with at least 27 flowers, the dozen almost open. That given in 2 years ago by
Mrs. Patterson with 7 buds, one nearly in flower.

The Caesalpinia Grandis is, the 3rd leaf only the true continue to flower freely, first seen on 10/58. Although were grown where "red" sunflowers still in flower there were broken in the district and for some time, just in our
Garden Giant station has been with now three more of these, the goat's combed, with flowers taken last week but not yet open. The "Spermatazona" the white flowered plant with 2 to 3 open flowers now well out, but the pinkish
flowered plant only in early bud.

22. Nov. Tramps much here & getting strong S/SW wind all day. A most disagreeable day. Wind and rain, almost to gale force in evening.

The first flower on Camellia in the garden opened today
of a few others nearby, not.
23rd Nov. 1938. Very wild & absolutely wildling all day with howse not wind ran everything till about 4.30pm. When the wind changed we had a nice brisk wind. Everything was out in morning but I did get some work a little bit of digging & had hours. Afternoon Bridge I joined round the yard in the playground on sides of some buildings. On coming home both Windward called to call for my son. Then gone & daughter of Theodore Jones. The matter was a daughter of Joseph thought the great holiday in her day or tomorrow.

24th Nov. After what first a very heavy day, but promised to be a fine day spoiled by dense thick fog & wind.

25th Nov. A little west, fog all day, wild west, after a slight white frost about midnight. Passed the window in front of the garden on a side of garage. It was produced through into a few days ago by howse west in the wind. One of the Toby today for the first time removed the cap off own milk bottle!!
26 Nov 1956: This day I received two Insurance Forms from H.M. Inspector of Taxes, Belfast, dealing with 1957 & 1958-59 (including B.I. 89) and making payment for each year of £1 10s.

27th Nov: The first week post is due to arrive & 25 of theirmailing letters by R. Strauss in Marlow by 9.30 a.m. A dry day but very cloudy, a raunder, misty & high rising again. An afternoon Boating & I walked through the plantation & saw Sienna & other semi-dwarf varieties with flowers & buds, it would be better if the upper dome, clone 9 & 10 "Vininga" [E. Vininga vulgaris] were steroids; it continues to start soon. Windy & still during a short heavy spell in 78th forecast.

28th - 30th Nov: Cold dry night & dense darkness during dark time with no wind continued during the period, but Sunday 30th was somewhat brighter & blue sky near dusk in last few moments. It has been mild & a E. Vininga vulgaris seen in garden of new.

1st Dec 1956: Rog companions in very nice day after the usual lengthy period, very l937-58 & 1958-59. I went down to Foremarke with the usual broadness. The cloud cover continues throughout. It has had trouble in not getting into garage, perhaps yesterday afternoon when facing the garden door still from a dollop of snow. I am writing some of my best potting, the could not find at the afternoon to Rodrigo. Still don't look right, garden we are not treated. A dry & crisp outside to right!

Spent most of time in garden checking up large work the barn adjacent to various.

Received bouquet from Foremarke Bank of flowers & flowers. A day dedicated for any where I could not fe 26th forecast for 1957-58 & 1958-59 & went to the Foremarke. To M. Kennedy [Rev. Ormond, Bully] with a letter telling me the landings, of our affair, in which we call on for advice on files made, today's date.

1st Dec. Wind from SW were very heavy, for the first long days. Most players very little, but a NE wind from 20 mph for 1958-59 & wind helped to bring fine sunny pitch in band. Wind from west, otherwise a fine day & wind fell in evening.
2 1/2 st. with. At 3 P.M. the sun began just overhead, round the east between St. Boniface and St. Bonaventure after passing behind St. Bonaventure, I saw many through Stars and from Brandon and Amiens.

3rd Dec. 5°. A nice day, cold but light wind blowing from W. with a heavy wind in Brandon and Amiens, and a small wind in Amiens. After a winter's heat there remains the last week had got into the garage & done much damage among the second potatoes. Killed it. See note under 1st Dec. below.

4th Dec. Another fine day, still considerable wind on Amiens, & no rain, but a little drizzle about 1 P.M. great a lot of wind's been & continued past along Amiens's quay.

5th Dec. Another fine day, still windy, plenty of rain had a rain that ruined the corn - especially in the corn field near the sea & St. John's Point.

6th Dec. A light and drizzly - melted snow - which also before dawn a fall all day. The winds out direction, strong E. & declined, but so for me wind - only a steady stream. End of death & wish letter.

Peter Thomson & 17. six hours, six hours light in evening.
31 Dec 1905. After a good start, dripping above

the ravine. I skated at 12, on a tamarisk. The

afternoon was a show with 20 mts. The

basin did. So far, I continued fast along

the basin. I skated an afternoon. But a short

distance well on in the plantation.

The remaining part I skated. From

stopping. Past 1 /2 hour, I skated on for a

little while in my tracks — a faulted distillation

of the main part of fiesta.

Received a message from the Hill mansion,

stating for Ogilvie & Placentia mansion.

That had to be reported two of their

special attention. Name No. 9: 12 Beaver Creek

Lake 2. No. 11: 12 Beaver Creek. Placentia

a hunt for 19. 9. with requests for

general. What was the matter? It included in

the letter that the plants had not the matches would

after 2 weeks. Snow will be 50 thousand above about

200 feet.

28 Dec. A little wind, deep day, after 1 clear night shone

bright, in the morning. But again many snowed about 9:30

Later been hugging, in wind, probably snowing

The section above became. To arrange a council

of A. Board, had thought, required a visit to mount. As

in the south part for long to be seen around the northern

at 8:00 AM. went to the- donut garden of Broussard's, by

Boulevard about 10 minutes. Snowing the night

was still not much. But a long period to the

shorter time of 11:30 to the following report.

P. F. Foster, December 26, 1905.
11th Dec '50. After a + cloudy night, cold & misty a day, we had an entirely cloudy day with falling dampness from all quarters; cold, it felt, cold and damp. Barometer began to drop about 9h45. the rain clouded on the sky by 1h30. Finally about 5 PM, rain started, but not from SW. Afternoon the wind shifted in the direction & allowed one to see that the rain's crop of yesterday had melted back from about 2 pm fast, along wind SW, Barometer 50.65 finely felt.

12th Dec. Still being fall a gloom, a little better before dawn & by 8 AM with some sunshine, as on the evening before, so starts the rain, continuous with strong SW wind, through the day. 7 PM, more fell, little snow, in evening, through the day. More snow formed in NW. 10h - 11h. - fine weather, but clouds when - afternoon, 11h. - 12h. - rain, - 1 PM, wind to W and S, with heavy sleet, as on the day before, at 12h. 3 PM, snow fell. 4 PM. The fall was heavy, cloud and wind continued to give snow, falling light. 12h. AM with a light wind. The showing had returned all the land covered in it, with some snow on creamaries, the sheep, and ground near the farms, looking as though the ground were white. 3 PM, back to W wind. Sun and rain fell in some places. Snow on sheep.

13th Dec. The fall from today, night, will have gone, but today on a cold day, bright day, still continuous with SW wind, just rain on wind, till about 11h, when a clearer, but more gently calm day, is now on St Bernard, balance of today shows yesterday in some places, with light clouds or more, will return a warmer climate, and now 11h. 30h. After a dry night, without front of air, rain again today. It will have been a fine day, yesterday a NE - NE wind with colder press, today a SW wind with warmer press, pouring rain. From 8 AM to 5 PM through the day. 3 PM to NE, all clear. Tomorrow, more rain yesterday, but little rain and low levels today, bright as SW. St Bernard will have, a rain, this little fresh. St Bernard, other, no rain from the plantation, a rain from apparently leaves on St Bernard, 11h. 30h.

14th Dec. Day 7th, the rain, fell, 10h 30h AM, a dry day that rain will not be felt. No wind, falling light a morning. Quite a lot of some grove off St Bernard. 1st gross of yellow flowers, but dull, 6h 30h. That weather, and wind and little rain, night of the day. Sun and snow, definitely higher.

15th Dec. A cloudy day to yesterday, with NE clouded night & a beautiful drizzle, heavy rain. War - not seen rain, & well to NE, but not felt. That night, 7h 30h. Sun and snow. 2nd gross 10h, 50h AM. Sun, but wind. That night, 7h 30h & NE, keeping day to court.

Recived contract for 600000. Folded for sending of 120000 60h AM of 1st and 2h gross of corn, and 10h of hay. 1st gross for 20h. 6h 10h. Sun and weather, and wind coming. Few clouds all day!
13th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

14th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

15th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

16th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

17th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

18th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

19th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

20th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

21st Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

22nd Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

23rd Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

24th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

25th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

26th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

27th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

28th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

29th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

30th Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"

31st Dec. 1938. "Thinking still" with "singing from the same hand"
25th Dec 1955. After a very frosty night and a strong north east wind, I had not wanted to be outdoors, but to my surprise a very mild west wind blew in from the sea, and I decided to go out. I found the 25th Dec. (Sunny), enough for a pleasant afternoon. A very mild day, and not so weak as yesterday. I went for a walk in the afternoon, and was very well with a strong south west wind. The wind blew very strongly from the sea, and it was very pleasant weather. I went for a walk in the afternoon and enjoyed the pleasant weather. I collected shells in the afternoon.

Please note: The handwriting style and the quality of the image might require careful reading for full comprehension.
29th Dec. 1958. A stormy day, very windy, with snowfall. I potted some young trees in the evening. The forecast was for a very cold night, with strong S.W. wind. I slept warm, fell asleep easily.

1st January 1959. A very stormy day. I was busy checking the garden and the plants. The wind was very strong, and I had to work hard to keep the plants upright. I managed to get some work done, but overall, it was a difficult day.

2nd Jan. Fewer storms, but still very strong winds. I spent the day checking the garden and the plants, trying to protect them from the wind.

3rd Jan. Cloudy, but no storms. I managed to work in the garden, and I was able to check on the plants. The weather was still quite cold, and I had to protect the plants from the wind.
11 Jan 1957. Light, a few close by the ground. Night a little darker than usual. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day. The max. temp. at 9 am was 0.5°. The wind was light and variable. The sky was blue with a few white clouds. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day.

12 Jan 1957. The last day and the third day of the month. Night. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day. The max. temp. at 9 am was 0.5°. The wind was light and variable. The sky was blue with a few white clouds. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day.

13 Jan 1957. The last day and the third day of the month. Night. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day. The max. temp. at 9 am was 0.5°. The wind was light and variable. The sky was blue with a few white clouds. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day.

14 Jan 1957. The last day and the third day of the month. Night. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day. The max. temp. at 9 am was 0.5°. The wind was light and variable. The sky was blue with a few white clouds. The ground is still wet. Snow fell all day.
9th Jan. 1959. Cold weather; frosty, night, weather very dry. The sky
was very dark and there was strong wind.

The frost was heavier than the 8th. The wind has a bad effect.

11th Jan. After a very hard frost last night, a bright cold day, with
the wind from the south. Not a very bright day, the sky was
covered with grey clouds. The weather has been very bad.

12th Jan. Another very hard frost last night and this rain was
very heavy, and the wind was very strong. The sky was
covered with grey clouds. The weather has been very bad.

13th Jan. Another very cold day, with wind from the north and
very much snow. Weather very bad. The south.

14th Jan. After another night of heavy frost, a bright cold day, with
very strong wind. The sky was covered with grey clouds.

15th Jan. After another night of heavy frost, a bright cold day, with
very strong wind. The sky was covered with grey clouds.

16th Jan. Cold weather; frosty, night, weather very dry. The sky
was very dark and there was strong wind.
15th Jan 59. Sister and myself took a walk this afternoon. Drove down to the fireworks factory. Was quite a good show. Returned home at about 4 PM. Felt rather cold. Was the usual fare. No rain. Went to bed about 10 PM.

16th Jan. Sister and I went to the garden early this morning. Found there was a great deal of work to be done. Planted a few more plants. By the time we had finished, it was getting dark. Went home and had dinner at 6 PM.

17th Jan. Turned quite cold this morning. Went out to do some work in the garden. Returned home about 12 noon. It was quite cold. Went home and had dinner. Returned to the garden in the afternoon. Had a good time. Returned home about 5 PM. Had a good dinner. Returned home about 9 PM. Had a good time.
19 Jul 59. End:

18 - Careless position (dead armrest)
19 - Home made white (to make ground) A to D
20 - Unna, over, fire

19th Jan: After a storm the night before, we set out at what we could towards night. Though much when we came - chiefly inland near Tollymore Park.

The hill is obscured in the fog all day. Not distant way of any accessories remaining on the hill.

20th Jan: The gun is in garden, through which we continued to the first corner, as a new head. Not much over I showed out.

21st Jan: The gun is still right all yesterday and the rest of the hill, this morning. I showed the hill. The wind is direction to light almost nil, and it was more to the wind. No fire, no rain. I told the others to try the hill. We visited the hill. We visited the hill. The gun was told (with page) it was near the crest of the hill. The higher hill. It was nice near the crest. Down hill on Slieve Donard. The gun was still right, with mountain. A new head was now on the upper corner of Slieve Donard.
22nd Jan. 59. After morn rain, I thought to take hill and
follow w. N.W. coast. But only centre of
the land, a light drizzle fell; between 10 a.m. & noon, with
which the rain ceased, I thought they would not have in
the morn hours after rain, although N.W. winds. May be a lot at the
mounts in many cases to drive. So I concluded to
exchange to the next hill. When the hill reached, it was seen that all
above 1000 ft. was not free of cold, some of it was with
mount of great depth. Now on S.E. coast on the
mount behind hill.

As forenoon, I bought in two games of cards made from
the ground, horse work (not behind the tree behind island)
W.N. 3 p.m. evening, a 3rd move to the top of the island behind
from the trees, very bright, light, or shadow of W. hill that set
in my home through 2 more large of roads, from the same spot. All the 3rd morning, sent as
the first border along Talley staircase island
Although we have been for some time that I was
but seen at intervals about the island, but
had seen more the mountain until they
Dinner just heard them & then in some; all
store at no time, I heard the surrounding
W. W. the water fall, s. behind that at the pump.

23rd Jan. 59. A strong gale wind - before 32 T.F.
then all day & evening, they kept, to in the evening it stood
all morning so that enough, clean from surrounded ships.
The wind roaring, quietly, all day & evening that my
horse freezing point. In the morning I d afernoon
Dinnered & left would from the evening, not
for the ground, North. About the day to even in the
assembled very, and all large, "holy rocket."
25th Jan. 1957. After a day mild, rainy, a very nice day, overcast at 6.30 p.m. had cleared. After 11.45. went out near the farmhouse, took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 11.45. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 1.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 2.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 3.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 4.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 5.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 6.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 7.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 8.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 9.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h. 10.00. went out near the farmhouse and took a part in the mirror a few minutes, the first time for the week. Slight breeze from the southeast of 13-16 km/h.
31st Jan. Stormy cold and wet all day a gale which had the children shuttled back to Valbo's. A steady one on a wind from the south-west. A southerly wind. The children cut a path in the fields. In the afternoon we had a walk in the fields by the river. In the evening I crossed the river to the Steinkjer road. The Steinkjer road is about 6 km from here. The weather was very cold and wet. A steady wind from the south-west. The children cut a path in the fields. In the evening I crossed the river to the Steinkjer road. The Steinkjer road is about 6 km from here.

2nd Feb. 1939. A very cold morning. The children were up early and had breakfast in the kitchen. The weather was very cold. The children went out to play in the snow. The snow was very deep. The children had a good time.

Ji. V. J. —
May 31, 1959. Another really cold, cold day, with much another heavy rain. The wind shifted slightly to the south.

The garden was weeded, the bed was cleared, and the plants were set in the garden. The garden was cleaned and a new bed was planted.

Also planted a small nursery, to be moved to the new garden site near the barn.

April 19th to May 1st. I planted 200 Sets of Plants of Various Varieties. I removed 200 Sets of Plants from the old garden to be replanted in the new garden.

The garden was weeded and the bed was cleared of weeds.

After a day's work, a rest was necessary. The garden was weeded and the bed was cleared of weeds. The plants were placed in the new garden. The garden was cleaned and a new bed was planted.

Some more work in the afternoon and the garden was cleared. Some more work was done in the evening.
FEB 29 19 99

Today a brisk start, coarse rain, with strong E

wind till p.m., thick smokes heavier, but soon cleared to fall.

shaded woodland, a heavy rain from 5 to 6 in past before

6 P.M. In forenoon I marched up through a thick cloud of

smoke and came into a fair clearing at first, but later

came to rain again. This rain lasted about an hour. The

ground was quite wet, but quite good now. The best across

land of the path. There is smoke and smoke, and the

groundwork above the bracket area is, in following:

Saw 12.00 a.m. the bushes of "Tana" timber, ample sand

a very cutting! a cutting of bushes 2/3 f. in trunk on Sand

1/2 b. of the middle part.

To near the sand with a "Tana" timber, 8th from

the Conifer Bed. Berg. Broom. Heartywood. 1, 2" of which

shrink to a head and a head

in some 5 cm cutting of

Dr. marriage, for 3/4 of

the bed.
12th July 1922 - A fine sunny day. Confirmed a long distance about 7 A.M. from the hotel. 5 road at first, then 6. A strong wind and slight clouds at time, in left arm, with cold wind. At noon, a few clouds. At 7 P.M., concluded the morning. Came to the corner, planted 7th red. 

10th July 1922 - A fine sunny day. Will pick and draw with black and white, will white and draw a line with black. Will pick and draw with black and white, will go to the corner and plant 7th red. At 7 P.M., completed the morning. Came to the corner, planted 7th red. 

13th July 1922 - Pack and move to the deep. Will plant a few, with a few trees. 6th of July, packed as usual. 12th July, packed a few. In the morning, pack 6th of July. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual. 13th of July, packed as usual. 12th of July, packed as usual.
15th Feb: Quit a nice of day, sky very blue. Etched alternating with a warm, then a cool wind. At 9 a.m., I am on the walk, feeling quite fresh. At 11 a.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 1 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 3 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 5 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh.

16th Feb: A bright and sunny day, but not much wind. Wind left, and gradually gone. Still mild to be a distinctly cool. At 9 a.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 11 a.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 1 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 3 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh. At 5 p.m., I am still walking, feeling quite fresh.
12th Feb. '79. A most perfect day; the whole day bright. I got up at 7 A.M., returned at 5 P.M. The sun shone all day. The air was very cold, but the weather was fine. I went out to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden. They are in full bloom. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

13th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

14th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

15th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

16th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

17th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

18th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

19th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

20th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

21st Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

22nd Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

23rd Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

24th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

25th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

26th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

27th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

28th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.

29th Feb. A most beautiful day; the sun shone all day. The flowers and plants in the garden were in full bloom. The weather was fine. In the afternoon I went to see some of the flowers and plants in the garden.
Feb. 5th, 1897. After a very quiet & restful night, I felt fresh & well this morning. The sun had risen about 11.30 AM. The ground was still a little wet from the rain yesterday. At 9 AM, a few snowflakes fell, but they soon melted in the sun. The wind was from the E, but it was not very strong. At 3 PM, the sky was overcast, but by 7 PM it was clear and the sun was shining brightly. The temperature was about 30°F.

Feb. 6th. Very calm & quiet this morning. The wind was from the N, but it was not strong. The temperature was about 32°F.

Feb. 7th. Felt very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 35°F.

Feb. 8th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 37°F.

Feb. 9th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 39°F.

Feb. 10th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 40°F.

Feb. 11th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 42°F.

Feb. 12th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 44°F.

Feb. 13th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 46°F.

Feb. 14th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 48°F.

Feb. 15th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 50°F.

Feb. 16th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 52°F.

Feb. 17th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 54°F.

Feb. 18th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 56°F.

Feb. 19th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 58°F.

Feb. 20th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 60°F.

Feb. 21st. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 62°F.

Feb. 22nd. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 64°F.

Feb. 23rd. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 66°F.

Feb. 24th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 68°F.

Feb. 25th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 70°F.

Feb. 26th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 72°F.

Feb. 27th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 74°F.

Feb. 28th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 76°F.

Feb. 29th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 78°F.

Feb. 30th. Very calm & quiet today. The wind was from the S, but it was not very strong. The temperature was about 80°F.
March 1859. Left the barn 7:15 A.M. by car to drive a man way, but the horses kept back, so the way was by a horsecar, then a horse carriage, which was about 7:30 A.M. the 17th. The 17th, 2 P.M., buggy and back to the barn, 4 P.M., to go to the farm. 7 P.M., leave for the farm. 8 P.M., back to the barn. 9 P.M., to bed. 10 P.M., to bed. 11 P.M., to bed.

March 1859. Left the barn 7:15 A.M. by car to drive a man way, but the horses kept back, so the way was by a horsecar, then a horse carriage, which was about 7:30 A.M. the 17th. The 17th, 2 P.M., buggy and back to the barn, 4 P.M., to go to the farm. 7 P.M., leave for the farm. 8 P.M., back to the barn. 9 P.M., to bed. 10 P.M., to bed. 11 P.M., to bed.
23rd March 1959. After a very wet night with several heavy showers, rain continued throughout the day, and it was still raining when I returned home after work. It continued to rain all day, with intervals of heavy downpours. The ground was very wet, and the fields were flooded. The River Tewkesbury was flowing very high, and the water level was rising. The river was expected to reach flood stage in the evening.

At night, I recorded the following observations:

- The temperature was very low, with strong winds and heavy rain.
- The river level was rising rapidly, and the water was spreading over the surrounding areas.
- The rainfall was intense, with thunderstorms and lightnings.

The day was very busy, with a lot of work to do. The weather conditions made it difficult to carry out any activities.

In the evening, I noticed a strong smell of wet earth, and the air was heavy with the scent of the rain. The atmosphere was very damp, and the air felt heavy.

Overall, it was a very wet and difficult day, with much work to be done. The weather conditions were challenging, and it was a day to remember.
13th March 1929. After a very long walk of about 4 miles, the ground was frozen over. We were able to find some shelter in a nearby house. The following day was sunny, and we decided to spend the day outside. We found a small stream and spent the morning fishing. In the afternoon, we explored a nearby forest and collected some wood. In the evening, we enjoyed a warm fire and shared stories from our day.

15th March 1929. A very bright day, with clear skies. We decided to spend the day hiking in the mountains. We encountered a small river, which we crossed using a makeshift bridge. The weather was very pleasant, and we enjoyed our time in nature.

16th March 1929. A beautiful day, with clear skies and a gentle breeze. We spent the day exploring a nearby lake, where we enjoyed a refreshing swim and a picnic by the shore. In the evening, we gathered around a campfire and shared stories about our day.

Despite the cold, we had a wonderful time, and we were already looking forward to our next adventure.
19th March 1939.

Cloudy in morning until 9 a.m. then small rain. Mostly cloudy and overcast. Never

more than a drizzle. Winds from E to ESE 3-7 miles per hour. No showers.

At 9 a.m. sky 9/10 cloudy. By 10 a.m. sky 7/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 11 a.m. sky 5/10 cloudy. By 1 p.m. sky 7/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 2 p.m. sky 5/10 cloudy. By 3 p.m. sky 6/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 4 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 5 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 6 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 7 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 8 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 9 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 10 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At 11 p.m. sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

At midnight sky 8/10 overall cloudy. No showers.

20th March. After a little light rain the sky became clear and bright. Winds from

E to SE. At 2 P.M. it was very clear. 2-3 miles per hour. No showers.

21st March. Still clear with only a little rain. Winds from E to SE. 2-3 miles per hour. No showers.

22nd March. Very clear. Some rain in evening. Winds from E to SE. 1-2 miles per hour. No showers.
3rd March 1939. After a very nice day and night, a day of almost intense dullness, with chilly winds and heavy, grey, overcast skies and a light rain. A very pleasant change of wind and sun. The sun shone in at 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. and was very bright. The motion of the sun was quite visible and the sky was very blue. The wind was from the south-west and was very strong. The temperature was about 10 degrees below zero.

26th March 1939. A very fine day with scarcely any wind. The sky was very bright and the sun shone all day. A very pleasant day. The air was very clear and the wind was from the north-west.

The sky was very clear and the wind was from the south-west. The temperature was about 10 degrees below zero. The sun shone all day and the air was very clear. The wind was from the north-west and was very strong. The temperature was about 10 degrees below zero.

On 26th March, the temperature was about 10 degrees below zero. The wind was from the north-west and was very strong. The sky was very clear and the sun shone all day. The air was very clear and the wind was from the north-west.

On 26th March, the temperature was about 10 degrees below zero. The wind was from the north-west and was very strong. The sky was very clear and the sun shone all day. The air was very clear and the wind was from the north-west.
27th March 1959. Spent a fine day with our son here, but rain at times. Rained 71/2 inch. Also snow on ground. Snowing heavily. Sausage 1.50. Lunch 1/2 hour later. cratered ground. Snowing heavily. All died 7.30 am. By train to Ballarat. Last contact with Melbourne. Blockade, 800.4.6. Snowing about 9.30 P.M. by storm. Snowing 10.45. Had a light snow today, 29th (Easter Sunday). Left very large snow. Rained a miserable day. Blockade all day. Lost 309 weird. A very fine day. Not much work. I have been relative through snow on 1 April. 2nd April. A dry day with considerable but no snow. New 11/2 inch wide, black 2 12 inch wide. Wind strong. & cold. Snowing lightly at times. Afternoon. Blockade 4. From very fine in front garden in wall in flower. & probably not for several days.
30th April 1954. After a dull start, a very nice dry day, with high W. breeze; dull, but not many insects. 2.45pm, rain starting. 8.30pm, drizzle, no rain. 9.45pm, garden no sign of rain. 11.25pm, very dark; rain. 12.30am, drizzle, then very dark, no rain. 1am, no rain. 4.45am, no rain. 7am, no rain. 7.30am, drizzle, then no rain. 11.30am, drizzle. 2.30pm, no rain. 4.15pm, heavy shower; rain. 6.30pm, very dark; rain. 7.15pm, no rain. 8.15pm, very dark; rain. 9.45pm, drizzle, then very dark, no rain. 10.15pm, no rain. 10.30pm, heavy shower; rain. 11pm, no rain.

5th April 1955. A mild day, after a storm night, with frequent small showers; strong N.W. breeze. Late afternoon; spent some time in garden, but too wet for anything. After dinner, took tea in garden, and then the weather became much warmer. My friend, Mr. Steptoe, sent me a small box of flowers from a friend of his in Germany. They were very beautiful, and I was very pleased. The flowers included tulips, daffodils, and crocuses. The tulips were particularly nice, and I was very pleased to receive them. The crocuses were also very nice, especially the yellow ones. The daffodils were very pretty, and I was pleased to have received them. The box was well packed, and the flowers were in excellent condition. Thank you very much for your kindness.

29, Ormonde Park,
Finland, April 5th, 1955.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

P.S. I enclose a small box of flowers, which I have received from a friend of mine who is in Germany. They are very nice, and I am very pleased to have received them.

Dear Mr. Steptoe,

Many thanks for the flowers - this is only a very small gesture, and not a gift. However, I was very happy to receive the flowers yesterday morning. They were very beautiful, and I am very pleased to have received them. I enclose a small box of flowers, which I have received from a friend of mine who is in Germany. They are very nice, and I am very pleased to have received them. The box was well packed, and the flowers were in excellent condition. Thank you very much for your kindness.

[Signature]
Dear Mr. Skefex,

Many thanks for yr. letter —
This is only a very rushed
message, and not a reply.
Cathole and I were bad hunting
yesterday in Ruchill and found
the enclosed corpse, caught in
the crack of a trapdoor.

The body contained maggots, and on
turning it over on my hand
I saw an Ichneumon (?) crawl
out of the body. I immediately
put the whole issue into this
polythene bag, and tied it.

I hope it may be of interest to
you and that it is an
Ichneumon, but seeing it
actually come out of the body
I would very much like a
chance to fly and bag it.
We'd really like the body sometime to make a skeleton please.

Best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Stanley Keller
3rd April 1939. After a dull, grey, windy day, will rain. NW wind; cold; felt wet, chilly. Unusual. Looks like early winter.

Mary, Alice, Sue, Peter & I were coming to meet the train. Must write in my garden. No my neighbours. For winter, used to find them warm with my hot water.

4th April. After a dull, grey, windy day, will rain. NW wind; cold; felt wet, chilly. Unusual. Looks like early winter. Mary, Alice, Sue, Peter & I were coming to meet the train. Must write in my garden. No my neighbours. For winter, used to find them warm with my hot water.

5th April. Another cold day, wet but not as cold as yesterday. Still going, still going. I collected some flowers in my garden.

6th April 1939. A mild day after a week night of temperature -3 ft. changed to -1 ft. by morning. NW wind; cold; felt wet, chilly. Unusual. Looks like early winter. Mary, Alice, Sue, Peter & I were coming to meet the train. Must write in my garden. No my neighbours. For winter, used to find them warm with my hot water.
9th April 1909. A very fine day, sky with a few
little white patches NW wind. Wife paid me an
visit this morning. William told Francy to bring
us to the garden. We both had a very nice meal.
Dinner was served after tea. 3.30 P.M. went down
to the garden. 6.30 P.M. went for a walk. 8.30 P.M.
16th April 1909. Very nice day after slight shower. Sky
very clear evening with good 20 miles with SW wind.
9th April. Went out with good 20 miles in good
weather. Spring weather. 4.10 P.M. went to church.
17th April 1953

After a check on all plants today I found that the most

perfect afternoon plant is aubrieta - 4½ ft. in

height. As it flowers from April onwards, it

would be a good one to plant in the wall if not

in the garden.

Afternoon in almost perfect position 15th March.

-8° 35′ S.

The flowers of babylonia (plants) - 3 and ½ in.

high. A bed of flowers in the garden and it 

flourishes.

If a foot 9 inches average of 14 inches.

On 2nd April till 2.30 in the garden nothing of

interest, but the weather was generally agreeable.

Both the following days

Bought garden, 2nd April 21.6 – 20.7.

Potatoes &

Cabbage of maximum 2.00

Barren cucumber 3.00, including long-legged 5 seed

2 packets seed packet 1

Price of 1. Cabbage of 24

10 seed 1 cent.

Platygarden 1

Chick, 10

Came 8th April 1953.

19th April 1953

evening, 1st April 1954 and went to

right till 1.20 p.m. in a grey, cloudy, drizzly day.

a fine, clear, sunny day...very hot and a

not in the garden, but in shade, the weather continues hot.

Feeling George Jacob, arrived at 12.30 and at 4 p.m. at 7.30.

26th April 1953

A dull, grey, overcast and chilly day.

in fact E. S. and, at times, low clouds making for the

sky. No very bright afternoons. Evaporation of

water, took a walk on this afternoon. A few flowers

are about with some slight

27th April: A very fine morning, E. E. 3, but

but more a cloudless sky and very hot

Jan 4th, 1954, and a day with a strong

and was still talking of a Spanish Wood. Also watched a flock

of parrots, turturinae, living on Peppers of Billaburra.

but failed here again. It was with rain coming down. A sunny

afternoon in Sydney. The attack on Sydney is not

far off, and the Times of Sydney paper in news

photograph to all the above. 17th Feb. 1954

As these are collected, it seems all recent and all the

years of Various relics of war in the trains of

landing. The knowledge of tertiary life, etc.
27th April 1937. A beautiful day, surely many days will find this place. E. treage. A former day many after buying a roll of 36 "Paper" colour the "D" in Thornton 1937. NB. Use bringing them out to get "D" films, what for ordinary, daylight exposure.

In the afternoon we went to the plantation to see the damage done by the disease. In his left hand he pulled out a large piece of clothing. He dealt it to me, then I guarded it. There were many trees, all in ruins, a few more to be expect between the ruins. Greenhouse, in which getting a plants at any time now some but from the United States.

All day: 700.5 kg. 6 kg. 6 kg. Good morning. 820.4 kg. --- I had emerged from the Fogg (B) talking about how he found the place. So the 1934. While in the plantation caught a little alluring rays of sun that make light enormous and abundant to look the following species:

Tournefortia 28:9 of climb, Agrostis signata, of 32:9 of mountain grasses, common 10, 12:9, of 2:9 of mountain grasses, common.
22nd April 1959. Tuesday. The last day of the month. Almost all hot-run, but weather E. wind in January.

In the evening I plotted. I had 48 1/2 of 20th, 15th 9th.\nnorthward.

24th April. After a day that went well for ground, change of wind from 20th to 15th, wind from S.W., wind continued S.W. in the afternoon. 4th change from 20th to 15th, wind from S.W. to N.W. and then to W. We have been very much more settled. The wind from N.W. later on.

26th April. Thursday. The 1st day of the month. I went for a drive. I had 20th to 15th, 15th 9th northward.

28th April. Friday. The 3rd day of the month. I went for a drive. I had 15th to 20th, 20th to 15th northward.

1st May. Monday. The 7th day of the month. I went for a drive. I had 20th to 15th, 15th 9th northward.
27.4.59

Although the weather remains cool, the ground and

have become covered with the heavy rain. This encourages

plant growth. Euphorbia helioscopia, bindweed and

Aquilegia vulgaris (candelabra) are all

Flourishing very well.

Having just a new wholesale film "Alford D" by

to compare with Kodachrome. And since we have had

a year's supply of Alford, it is time to change the stock. This

will be necessary with 130 of a second enlarger

for all the 20 film. To make - eight of photos or

"group" or "bang" in the garden. Left to finish

the wall to Alford for processing and set a

new 20 roll of new stock.

The processing of 20 Kodachromes failed in

Kodachrome for processing, so we decided

back to the morning for a second try.

Two of the pictures taken on 25th June in the

the wind has largely abated it, but plenty

Thatcher believe to be due to leaves falling in

the processing, though the streaks on film No. 1523

resemble "fogging" due to the light. The three films

take in 25th, 27th June. These are shown as above

worthwhile through the wind. Two have the framing taken

25th April. An early morning with light rain. E.

Firstly, the light in morning in the garden after

clouds at 9.30. The snowcrust has now

But good news:

this previous day. Afternoon. The snowcrust was even

afternoon.
30th April 1929. Thursday, 10.50 a.m. No rain. 53°F.

Cold weather through the NW. Cloudy. Said nice afternoon though the sun larger. How

taken in the garden. Vines all white. Feeding the birds

now. Feeding with sunflower seeds. Dropped seeds on the

ground. Next week will eagerly wind play

at time. Nothing for now as tomorrow is long weekend

that won't be damaged, will remain on. But some in 2nd

planted in the containing. Put a

dead into ground. 2nd always been about the

lake. Afternoon. 6th Plantation. 02:30 we went

up to the lake. We went to the plantation to the

Tallahassee. Bomes & trees in the very last

blown out by the strong force. 6th evening

planted with 2" to 3" planting meeting. Thinned

afterground planted in little "singing" 1 flower

very ground in upturned soil.

The first Belladonna planted. He planted on 12th/9/59 along

left lot of the second row. Received back the flowers

planted on 27/4/59. All good but had

some damage with seed. 2 due to fermenting.
78.
Apr. 5, 39. Almost all raining but cold & wind in
afternoon. Very dark & W change in forenoon.
After dinner, a being busy, I took Briggs & rode to
the end of golf course & searched for missing money.
A good deal of rain came in & I left in time to be back
through sunny lawns. The rain came close and on
at pond & Dance pond rain just commenced. To
flower around it. Have traced the following winds:
2:45 8-240 P.M. Change of wind in NW angle.
(1) 5:59. Of it (f) lena, herzelle, & do (kwill)
Small grandson.
Handley, of f. Walk to & call. 10
Bacon begtng 10-37 & 19 (f), 26/28/26/38.
Original location, begtng 16, pole degree, 20-19.
Cecile carolyn 9-4, 20 minutes.
May never come (g).
Raymond carolyn. (g) may never come (g).
A great deal of rain. The rain begins.
(2) 6:12. On rainy day.
Becute, off blue flower, sandal.
Begtng 3 = Signature of nature & right of life (see line).
(2) 10 & 20 = Begtng 3.
Beginnt of full breezes 20-30, left Phillips with some power.
Asphalt of candles 15 w, right 50 & 64. Happy times.
Becute 20 minutes 165.
Flower around it. Have traced the following winds:
2:45 8-240 P.M. Change of wind in NW angle.
(1) 5:59. Of it (f) lena, herzelle, & do (kwill)
Small grandson.
Handley, of f. Walk to & call. 10
Bacon begtng 10-37 & 19 (f), 26/28/26/38.
Original location, begtng 16, pole degree, 20-19.
Cecile carolyn 9-4, 20 minutes.
May never come (g).
Raymond carolyn. (g) may never come (g).
A great deal of rain. The rain begins.
(2) 6:12. On rainy day.
Becute, off blue flower, sandal.
6.5 59 cont. Bernard lodge (2.40)
Teha oh 1. Off school (windy), brick, Elain, etc.
and put in canoe from park to Rainbow 13:45
Pterocladia Goffenii 6 ft 2 Herman stables 9.15 Goffenii 5 ft 1

P. novae-zelandiae 2.5
Leptocladus 2
P. novae-zelandiae 2 ft 8 in
Lep. novae-zelandiae 2.15

6.6 59 cont. Eleanor lodge, DC 1.00
Pine converted 9.15
Pine (flat section) 6.5 45.3


7.4 They left a fine night & fine morning & remained

with E-SW winds & a drizzle started about 4 PM,

and continued till 8 PM. We cleaned the SV

and the wooden wind still SW. No

kipping 10°. A light

Body saw 3 x, visited 10° line

a noon. Heard from 3 x. Bought a

saw to build a room for

87.2 59 b. 4 14:15. I once more,

the till light

and E. know the garden flowering: after

yesterday sawing. Also, 4 more California

Vaccariana. I ate many of the plant were

flowers. "Bought 3 x" 12° and ed 1.5

of Vaccariana. Complete, in it was any of the new

flowers. Also if 10.5. "Bet of 11.54. 1929

6.5 59 cont. Eleanor lodge, DC 1.00
Pine converted 9.15
Pine (flat section) 6.5 45.3


7.4 They left a fine night & fine morning & remained

with E-SW winds & a drizzle started about 4 PM,

and continued till 8 PM. We cleaned the SV

and the wooden wind still SW. No

kipping 10°. A light

Body saw 3 x, visited 10° line

a noon. Heard from 3 x. Bought a

saw to build a room for

87.2 59 b. 4 14:15. I once more,

the till light

and E. know the garden flowering: after

yesterday sawing. Also, 4 more California

Vaccariana. I ate many of the plant were

flowers. "Bought 3 x" 12° and ed 1.5

of Vaccariana. Complete, in it was any of the new

flowers. Also if 11.54. 1929
9th day 1'59. "Not a bad day. "

(Started at 7:30 AM), but not much rain. "No clouds."

Thought the start. 8th, Today. marvelous. Between 10-12, I saw a large white cloud with a black mark. The sky was dark." It seemed like the approach of a large rain cloud."

It lasted about 10 minutes."

Went out to the garden."

There were a few clouds, but nothing serious."

Went to the garden again."

Saw a large white cloud with a black mark."
15 Oct 1898. Worked in flower bed.

16th May. A very wet, rainy day, heavy rain at

17th May. Sunday. Very strong winds, chilly.

18th May. A cold, very windy day.

19th May. A very cold day, very windy, with

20th May. A very cold, very windy day.

Flowers and plants in flower beds quite

Equinox day, late afternoons quite warm. Aben

21st May. A dashing, balmy, mild day.

22nd May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

23rd May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

24th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

25th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

26th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

27th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

28th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

29th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

30th May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.

31st May. A very cold, balmy, mild day.
21st May 1938. A dull, drizzly, chilly day. Left a
light broken night with NE breeze, rain started
in late evening, pale, thin, with thick
mist.
22nd May 1938. Afternoon, the night a very
dark, broken night with wet rain all afternoon
and evening. Wind much NE of the overcast
and variable. A 35. 1 went out in boat to the
saucelle in the far end of the
gravel bank, but no water. No trace of
white flowers. April 8th, egg plant found here
on 22nd May 1957. Fenn, fennel and V-shaped
flowers in Nov. Sowthistle. Every blackbird tried to get
seed in ground here. This flower in bowl (below).

A forenoon Mr. Slocomb called. A sudden call to
the village of the little finch - now about 17 yrs. old
which I gave from a seed bowl from every large
seed found in Butterflies. Common Butterflies
too. Butterflies, since 1942, have been given in a
4" pot. When bringing, i.e. the year of 1942,
unusual - in trenty, it put it in a very
much more regimen & has 6" short, 4" tops.
Mr. Slocomb called. Sowthistle to get plant
old man in Bingham.

23rd May 1938. An forget & a light rain day, after a
very grey night. Very very wet. Light F breeze.
1st food 9:30. I like it well. 4 square feet too hot
for sweet potatoes. Garden
20th May. Started, hot, deserted. Day, not gentle, not
restful.
F. Sunday. Butterflies joined M. 3 & 8 (Bothered Smaller)
also saw B. & A. for (hand &
M. Slocomb came home, we have taken 2000. M. Bailey
(a few) 1 Hepatica called for him & went in
now the garden. Hepatica, now 82, another
now fully. We had 1930. Garden and
of 2000 Hepatica. From first to 2000 today.

26th May. Another hot sunny very again day, not
very pleasant. Asparagus. A forenoon Mr. Slocomb
was by 10 30 pm to the smokehouse & watered
seedling in the nice morning sunlight. A little
butterflies and flowers into the area for the Bower &
Bower's morning, also a little along the shore of
the Rhine the Neuerwegen. Sow there also in
year plant of Butterflies. At the
right hand much dry, agreeable to evening. 4
4 square feet high when growing more than now.
26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st.


29th. H. S. 2nd, 3rd.

30th. H. S. 2nd, 3rd.

Died: 2:00 & 5:30 P.M. I caught the rain, went inland of NW corner of the "Fisher's Island" Sound, & backed the following evening.

W. O. A. 8, 30. March 1878.
Jan 1937. After bad night, rain, and snow, garden was completely
covered with snow. Good in garden, with N. weather, had hard
time walking. I got 200 seeds of lettuce from farm. But much
in coming. Seed germination good, some of seedlings were fully
grown. But problem today is getting water. We tried to water
in afternoon, but path was very muddy!

2nd Jan. A very warm day after a wind, day might
seem like spring! It rained about 1.00 PM. Tuesday, Jan 30th
the temperature was 41° C. We watered the garden with Kwik
Att. Kwik began to turn Tuesday, 3rd Jan.

3rd Jan. After a day night, garden with 2.00 niece
clouds appeared. Early afternoon, April rain fell
later. It rained all evening with no wind, turning and moved
slightly to evening plants. Seed germination of each afternoon
early, strong seedlings. I planted lettuce and more garden stuff
on start 2 feet in height. Had trouble in afternoon,
just before rain, came.
1st June 59
A very nice warm sunny day, the sky cloudless, the setting sun red, the sky blue, the air sweet.

21st June 59
After a very nice warm sunny afternoon, the sky cloudless, the setting sun red, the sky blue, the air sweet.

28th June 59
Went for a walk in the evening, the sky cloudless, the setting sun red, the air sweet.

1st July 59
Went for a walk in the evening, the sky cloudless, the setting sun red, the air sweet.

8th July 59
Went for a walk in the evening, the sky cloudless, the setting sun red, the air sweet.
27th-29th June 1959

S O S Sandell & Mrs

After having occupied our house 12th. we now moved into a new house which was very pleasant. On the morning of 29th. I left with the

Duchess. She stayed until Mr. M. would not leave the house. During the period, rain was quite frequent.

I spent the time planting (mostly in pots) various plants brought home from the West with Me.

Next day, 2nd. I visited a nursery and bought various shrubs and plants.

Sandell had bath the distant pots outside. We all have benefited by warm weather.

Sincerely yours,

Helen P. Sandell

[Handwritten note: "Please write down on paper how to get flowers."
22nd July 1865. A day gone that will not be known.

The afternoon there was a great deal of thunder and lightning in the area, but no storm.

In the evening, a strong wind from the northwest blew through the area. The wind was accompanied by lightning and thunder.

22nd July 1865. A day gone that will not be known.
19th August 1939. The lake, weighing 2 pounds 14 ounces, was
now very hot and I managed to keep
dryness, with drizzle. George opened a box to
stand on a platform of the
6th, before the
fishing yard, and the following recalls the breeding season.
Records: Two pair of adult and 15 young, none in the
similar age group of a day or two thereafter in the river.
6th Aug. 1939. Very warm, very hot. I saw two adult
migrants in the pond on 9/3 (R). There are no
signs of breeding, no eggs or young (which
were removed earlier in the pond).

No. 1. A pair of male and female specimens. On
5th. They have already
not been observed. No. 1. These have now eight days of
the smallest fish. An adult female found among
the fish in the pond on 9/3 (L) also.

9th Aug. 1939. Afternoon, I collected from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
hearing a bit. The pond was likely covered with
I heard a bit. The pond was likely covered with

No. 2. A second, dark-spotted specimen, 2 t a
3 inches. Its colors were darker and longer than
the other, and it was larger. It was almost
covered with dark spots, and the
19th Aug. 1939. And yet another, not adult originally
from the pond, but grown, I believe.
1867, Feb 2nd. Storia, Montauk, N.D. I was out in the

woods about 2-15 PM. I noticed a strange smell in the air. I later found out it was the smell of a natural gas leak. This gas is produced by the decay of organic materials. The smell is typically pungent and has a distinctive odor. I recommend avoiding such areas and seeking professional assistance if this occurs.

19th to 21st August. After a few days resting, I hiked about 2-15 AM. I followed a narrow trail that wound through the forest. The trail was well-marked, and I was able to navigate it easily. I encountered a bear near the peak of the ridge. I remained calm, and the bear moved away without incident.

2nd to 3rd August. I spent these days resting and writing in my journal. I decided to continue my journey on the 3rd.

3rd to 4th August. I encountered a group of hikers near the summit. We shared a meal and discussed our respective experiences in the wilderness. It was a pleasant meeting. I left the next morning at 5 AM, following a trail that led down the ridge. I was able to navigate it successfully, and I reached the base of the mountain by 10 AM.
27th Aug. 19: No rain, very calm, with a fall of ground from 5 ft to 12 ft. campaigners left camp and the afternoon became hot. A cold wind blew from the north. The cold air blew from the north. The cold air blew from the north.

No. 18th Oct 1959 diary entry:

4th Oct. 1959. At 10:30 a.m. the field was virtually overcast. By 4 p.m., the sky was very dark and very heavy FOG. The sea was calm and very still in ESE direction.

5th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. Very heavy sea and wind from S.W. lightening up a little by evening. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY.

6th Oct. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. No sign of any sea from ESE direction. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E.

7th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The sea was very heavy and very dark. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

8th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

9th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

10th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

11th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

12th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

13th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

14th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

15th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

16th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

17th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

18th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

19th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

20th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

21st Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

22nd Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

23rd Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

24th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

25th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

26th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

27th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

28th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

29th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

30th Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.

31st Oct. Very difficult to see anything. The weather was very tough with winds from ESE and S.E. Very heavy FOG and FOGGY. Very difficult to see anything.
19th Sept 29. Birding the friend's new cat today, large, with a healthy tail and long neck. It was a sunny day, with some clouds. The garden was quite green, and the flowers were in bloom. It was a perfect day for bird watching.

20th Sept. The weather was clear, and the sky was blue. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

21st Sept. After a rainy night, the clouds cleared, and the sun shone brightly. Spent the day in the garden, picking some apples from the tree. The weather was warm, and the birds were singing.

22nd Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked green.

23rd Sept. Another sunny day, and the birds were singing. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

24th Sept. The weather was clear, and the sky was blue. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked green.

25th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

26th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

27th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

28th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

29th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

30th Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.

31st Sept. Up early, and the sky was clear. Picked some berries from the bush, and the garden looked vibrant.
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4.10.27. Stink a clean of laboratory-like features.

4.11.19. The #2 labeled when R. Paris took the unique #500 specimen of Drosophila melanogaster.

4.11.20. To print #512, in the future. I am not sure what it is.

4.11.21. To cancel the order to the laboratory.

I am uncertain if there is a 20 cm. deep space.

Permanents composition:

4.11.23. Old.


4.11.25. Old.


4.11.27. Office, 4:30, et al. 4:45. Do we use the same or not?

4.11.28. At home, 9:20, 9:30.

4.11.29. Office, 7:30, 7:30.

4.11.30. At home, 8:20, 8:30.

4.11.31. Old.

4.11.32. New.

4.11.33. Old.

4.11.34. New.

4.11.35. Old.

4.11.36. New.

4.11.37. Old.

4.11.38. New.

4.11.39. Old.

4.11.40. New.

4.11.41. Old.

4.11.42. New.

4.11.43. Old.

4.11.44. New.
11th Dec. 1929. \[\text{...}\]

5th Dec 1929. Another fine day with S-S.E. wind.

\[\text{...}\]

Liverpool 5th Dec. 1929. 4 PM, a drive to Liverpool.

\[\text{...}\]


\[\text{...}\]
11th Oct. Saturday. After rain at night & falling
snow very heavy rain fell most of the day — the first
rain of the season. I should think it was the best
weather at the hills.
13th 14th Oct. Very unsettled, with snow, sleet, rain
& gale very strong. It was only during the period that
we passed through, to harve, that we had a fine
weather for such
excursions. On 21st Oct. spent all the day at the
beach near Dornoch playing with the children.
Yeat. the first one Supper was played about the neighborhood
for several hours. 12.45 am till 2.30 PM there
had been none for several weeks.
32.2° 32.5° 33° 33° 34°
35° 35° 36° Cold weather & turning cold on 32, with
snow morning & light ground. N. Scotland + ground
First for many months + in Britain. We never
thought to come by or even to arrive. Only the last few days the
blustery weather new coming
into flower, except a few hardy, e.g. yellow, whar
when other still in flower in some score, I opened
in my own garden, where a brief summer flower each
in year, soon flower as it has grown. I will
do so yet for some time.
16th Oct. 1989. Good weather at night & certainly no
rain inbourne. Beautiful view, only gentle falling
of snow about. Weather fine & bright seen at
spotted + snow of about + [in the
clouds].
Weather cold,

The above letter written by hand in December 1899.
1st June 1959

Continued in next volume (36)
followed by note on the Western Front
at June 1959, i.e. Vol. 36, p. 34.